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Abstract  23 

In this study, we develop a computational model to simulate the in vitro biochemical 24 

degradation of articular cartilage explants sourced from the femoropatellar grooves of bovine 25 

calves. Cartilage explants were incubated in culture medium with and without the 26 

inflammatory cytokine IL-1α. The spatio-temporal evolution of the cartilage explant’s 27 

extracellular matrix components is modelled. Key variables in the model include 28 

chondrocytes, aggrecan, collagen, aggrecanase, collagenase and IL-1α. The model is first 29 

calibrated for aggrecan homeostasis of cartilage in vivo, then for data on (explant) controls, 30 

and finally for data on the IL-1α driven proteolysis of aggrecan and collagen over a 4-week 31 

period. The model was found to fit the experimental data best when: (i) chondrocytes 32 

continue to synthesize aggrecan during the cytokine challenge, (ii) a one to two day delay is 33 

introduced between the addition of IL-1α to the culture medium and subsequent 34 

aggrecanolysis, (iii) collagen degradation does not commence until the total concentration of 35 

aggrecan (i.e. both intact and degraded aggrecan) at any specific location within the explant 36 

becomes ≤1.5 mg/ml. and (iv) degraded aggrecan formed due to the IL-1α induced 37 

proteolysis of intact aggrecan protects the collagen network while collagen degrades in a two-38 

step process which, together, significantly modulate the collagen network degradation. Under 39 

simulated in vivo conditions, the model predicts increased aggrecan turnover rates in the 40 

presence of synovial IL-1α, consistent with experimental observations. Such models may 41 

help to infer the course of events in vivo following traumatic joint injury, and may also prove 42 

useful in quantitatively evaluating the efficiency of various therapeutic molecules that could 43 

be employed to avoid or modify the course of cartilage disease states. 44 

 45 
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Introduction 49 

There are many signaling molecules that mediate the biochemical degradation of cartilage 50 

tissue, including inflammatory cytokines [1-3]. The most commonly reported inflammatory 51 

molecules mediating cartilage biochemical degradation include TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, 52 

prostaglandins, nitric oxide (NO) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) [1, 2, 4-7]. Amongst 53 

these, the mechanisms of cartilage degradation mediated through the interleukin-1 (IL-1) 54 

family of inflammatory cytokines is an area of intense investigation [2, 4, 5, 8, 9]. In one such 55 

study [9], a detailed set of in vitro experiments were designed to investigate the response of 56 

bovine cartilage explants to interleukin-1α (IL-1α). As an important step towards a general 57 

model of cartilage homeostasis, the aim of the present paper is to develop an in silico analysis 58 

of these in vitro experiments [9]. In doing so, we hope to develop a suitable parameterized 59 

computational model that can simultaneously capture the key spatio-temporal biochemical 60 

interactions responsible for the experimentally observed degradation of cartilage explants 61 

upon exposure to IL-1α. We expect that the general model may also be helpful in evaluating 62 

the therapeutic efficiency of various molecules that may be employed for the management of 63 

osteoarthritis (OA) following trauma.  64 

 65 

Structurally, articular cartilage consists of a highly hydrated extracellular matrix (ECM) 66 

synthesized and maintained by a sparse population of chondrocytes [10]. The key 67 

biomechanically functional macromolecules of cartilage ECM are the proteoglycan, 68 

aggrecan, and a fibrillar network of collagens (mainly type II, with minor amounts of types 69 

IX and XI) [11, 12]. Aggrecan is comprised of a core protein, to which glycosaminoglycans 70 

(GAGs) are covalently attached [13]. In turn, aggrecan molecules bind non-covalently to 71 

hyaluronan to form aggregates [13, 14]. The aggrecan monomer attached to hyaluronan is 72 
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referred to here as ‘intact aggrecan’, while proteolytically degraded ‘intact aggrecan’ is 73 

referred to here as ‘degraded aggrecan’. 74 

 75 

Together with interstitial fluid, these macromolecular components behave as a poroelastic 76 

biocomposite material, enabling cartilage to resist high static and dynamic compressive, 77 

tensile and shear loads [15, 16]. Under normal conditions, chondrocytes maintain tissue 78 

homeostasis via controlled synthesis of aggrecan, collagen and many other proteoglycans and 79 

glycoproteins that help to assemble and remodel the ECM in dynamic balance with cell-80 

mediated matrix turnover [12, 17]. 81 

 82 

Chondrocyte distribution and activity vary with depth in cartilage tissue based on local 83 

structural and functional requirements [18, 19]. However, long-term homeostasis of cartilage 84 

is challenged when short-term rates of aggrecan and collagen damage exceeds rates of 85 

synthesis and repair [17]. Following traumatic injury to cartilage, the observed imbalance 86 

between production and degradation of ECM has been attributed to both direct mechanical 87 

damage and to upregulation of proteolytic enzymes by the chondrocytes, including 88 

aggrecanases and matrix metalloproteinases [17]. The change in chondrocyte gene and 89 

protein expression of these proteases is driven by elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines 90 

such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α synthesized within cartilage and neighbouring synovial tissues 91 

[20-22]. 92 

 93 

The inflammatory cytokines bind to chondrocyte cell surface receptors, triggering signalling 94 

cascades that lead to an increase in the expression and activity of aggrecanases and 95 

collagenases in the ECM [23-25]. Aggrecanases (predominantly ADAMTS-4,5) [17, 26-28] 96 

are primarily involved in the degradation of aggrecan [17, 29], whereas the collagenases 97 
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(MMP-1,13) are primarily involved in degradation of collagen found in cartilage [30-32]. 98 

Chondrocytes also secrete TIMPs (tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases) [33]. These proteins 99 

help to protect the cartilage ECM by inhibiting the activity of aggrecanases (TIMP-3) and 100 

other MMPs (mainly TIMP-1, 2) [17, 34]. TIMP activity and expression either remains 101 

unchanged or is down-regulated by the inflammatory cytokines [35, 36], which enables 102 

aggrecanases and collagenases to degrade ECM components more efficiently.  103 

 104 

Importantly, we note previous reports suggesting that aggrecan protects collagen from 105 

degradation, probably by the association of aggrecan and other proteoglycans with the 106 

surface of Type II collagen fibrils [10, 37]. This association may obstruct the access of 107 

collagenases to the enzymatic clip sites along collagen fibrils [38]. This effect is taken into 108 

account in the model developed here.  109 

 110 

The structural homeostasis of articular cartilage therefore depends on a complex set of 111 

biochemical interactions between chondrocytes, ECM and proteases as illustrated in Figure 1. 112 

We acknowledge that many other molecules play potentially important signalling and 113 

functional roles in the ECM. However when developing the model, we will implicitly assume 114 

that they are either constant or their effect is taken into account by change in the main model 115 

variables. 116 

 117 

We seek a quantitative understanding of key interactions shown in Figure 1 to gain insight 118 

into the short-term role of inflammatory cytokines in altering ECM homeostasis following 119 

traumatic joint injury, with a view to better understanding short-term processes, and their role 120 

in promoting long-term cartilage degradation such as observed in OA. We do this by 121 
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simulating the in vitro experiments of Li, Wang et al. [9], which are designed to understand 122 

the effects of the inflammatory cytokine IL-1α on cartilage explant degradation. The model 123 

simulates the transport and biochemical interactions of IL-1α within cartilage explant tissue, 124 

the production of proteases and the degradation of key structural molecules in the cartilage 125 

explant over a 4 week period. Mathematically, these biochemical interactions can be 126 

modelled using reactive transport partial differential equations [39, 40]. The model developed 127 

here represents a step towards the development of a general cartilage model to help infer 128 

likely in vivo events following traumatic injury to the cartilage.  129 

  130 
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Materials and Methods 131 

Model description: In this study we develop a computational model to simulate the in vitro 132 

experiments reported by Li, Wang et al. [9]. Our goal is to model the experimentally 133 

observed biochemical degradation of bovine calf cartilage tissue explants based on 134 

quantitative kinetic data related to the degradation and release of aggrecan and collagen to the 135 

culture medium over a period of 4 weeks as shown in Figure 2. Computational modelling of 136 

the experimental outcome would help elucidate the quantitative contributions of various 137 

processes occurring within the tissue. Additionally, histological studies indicating spatial 138 

variations in explant aggrecan and collagen concentrations (as shown in Figure 3) can be 139 

qualitatively compared with the corresponding model predictions. 140 

 141 

The experiments by Li, Wang et al. [9] involved placing bovine cartilage explants in culture 142 

medium with or without the inflammatory cytokine IL-1α (at a concentration of 1 ng/ml). The 143 

articular cartilage explants are cylindrical disks (3 mm diameter, 1mm thick) as shown in 144 

Figure 4A. The cylindrical disks of cartilage contain no subchondral bone, as the disks are 145 

separated from the bone during the harvesting and preparation procedure. Note that the 146 

superficial zone of each cartilage explant is left intact. The explants were incubated in 96-147 

well plates at 37°C over a period of 4 weeks, resulting in transport of biomolecules between 148 

the explant and the culture medium for both control and treated groups. The culture medium 149 

surrounding the explant was changed every 2 days, and medium removed was analysed for 150 

aggrecan and collagen content. 151 

 152 
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Figure 2 shows the experimental time-dependent aggrecan and collagen loss profiles from 153 

controls and IL-1α treated cartilage explants as reported by Li, Wang et al. [9]. In the treated 154 

group, IL-1α interacts with the chondrocytes, inducing the expression of various proteases 155 

that lead to the accelerated degradation of aggrecan and collagen relative to that observed for 156 

controls. Figure 3 shows a typical histological section (stained with Toluidine blue) 157 

illustrating IL-1α induced aggrecan depletion adjacent to a cartilage surface. A key 158 

experimental observation is that the aggrecan degradation occurs more rapidly than collagen 159 

degradation (see Figure 2). In other words, the fractional-loss of degraded collagen 160 

significantly lags the fractional loss of degraded aggrecan [9, 17]. Our key task here is to 161 

develop a computational model that can realistically simulate the experimental observations 162 

made during these experiments. 163 

 164 

Based on the cylindrical explant geometry in 3D (Figure 4A), we adopted a simplified two-165 

dimensional geometry for the computational analysis by assuming radial symmetry along the 166 

vertical axis of the explant as shown in Figure 4B. We expect this to be a good 167 

approximation. Hence the spatial domain can be represented in the computational model in 168 

cylindrical coordinates by a radius of r = 1.5 mm and thickness of z = 1.0 mm as shown in 169 

Figure 4B. 170 

 171 

Governing equations: The model simulates the transport of IL-1α, the interaction between IL-172 

1α and receptors (IL-1R) on the surface of the chondrocytes, and the subsequent generation 173 

of aggrecanases (ADAM-TS4 and ADAM-TS5) and matrix metalloproteinases (MMP-1 and 174 

MMP-13) by chondrocytes. For simplicity, we group together the two key cartilage based 175 

aggrecanases (ADAM-TS4 and ADAM-TS5) into a single chemical variable termed 176 
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aggrecanase (which we denote in the model as ‘aga’). Similarly, the matrix 177 

metalloproteinases (MMP) responsible for cartilage degradation (MMP-1 and MMP-13) are 178 

grouped together into a single chemical variable termed MMP (which we denote in the model 179 

as ‘mmp’). These proteases (aggrecanase and MMP) interact with components in the 180 

cartilage ECM, causing the sequential degradation of the aggrecan and collagen network. 181 

Note in our model, we have chosen to not explicitly include the presence or absence of a host 182 

of other modifiers of the protease activity (e.g. TIMPs). Additionally, MMP-1 and MMP-13 183 

are initially generated in an inactive procollagenase form [41]. These procollagenases 184 

(proMMP-1 and proMMP-13) are eventually activated by other MMP’s (e.g. MMP-3 and 185 

MMP-10). Similarly, aggrecanases are generated as proenzymes that are activated by pro-186 

protein convertases [42]. As such, the model should be thought of as describing the net 187 

protease activity, which implicitly includes the net consequence of all the other molecules 188 

mediating protease activity including TIMPs. Hence for simplicity, we assume that the terms 189 

‘aga’ and ‘mmp’ refer to the net active form of the aggrecanases (ADAM-TS4 and ADAM-190 

TS5) and collagenases (MMP-1 and MMP-13). However, it is not difficult to include the 191 

effect of additional processes involving protease activation in the model, should this become 192 

a focus in the future. 193 

 194 

The transport and biochemical interactions of all key variables in the model satisfy mass 195 

conservation [39, 40]. Mass conservation, together with constitutive equations are 196 

represented mathematically by a set of transient 3D diffusion-reaction equations in 197 

cylindrical co-ordinates. A generic partial differential equation is shown below: 198 

ii
2

i
i RCD

t
C

±∇=
∂
∂           (1) 199 
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where the suffix ‘i’ represents the individual variables involved in the model. The nine 200 

variables include chondrocyte cell density, intact aggrecan (‘ag’) concentration, degraded 201 

aggrecan (‘agd’) concentration, intact collagen (‘col’) concentration, degraded collagen 202 

(‘cold’) concentration, net active aggrecanase (‘aga’) and collagenase (‘mmp’) concentration 203 

and IL-1α (‘IL-1’) concentration.  204 

 205 

Di (m2/s) represents the effective diffusivity for the ith chemical species and Ci (cells/m3 or 206 

moles/m3) the cell density or concentration of the ith species. Ri (moles/m3/s or cells/m3/s) 207 

represents the source-sink terms i.e. the rates of generation or apoptosis/consumption of the 208 

individual species. Most chemical reactions are represented by classical equilibrium 209 

equations. However, upon exposure to inflammatory cytokines the response of a cell is to 210 

change its synthesis profile, but this change takes time. So we found it necessary to introduce 211 

two time dependent equations. These equations represent the time delays involved in (i) IL-212 

1α induced transcription, translation and secretion of proteases by chondrocytes and (ii) 213 

intracellular and extracellular post-translational processing. Michaelis-Menten kinetics is 214 

used to represent the net activity of the proteolytic enzymes in the ECM, including 215 

aggrecanase and MMP. The complete set of governing equations for each of the species 216 

involved in the cartilage degradation model is shown in Table 1.  217 

 218 

Initial and Boundary conditions: Table 2 shows the initial conditions assigned for variables in 219 

the computational models. The concentration of intact aggrecan (Cag,b), degraded aggrecan 220 

(Cagd,b) and MMP (Cmmp,b) are set to zero in the culture medium, as the medium is replenished 221 

every two days [9]. Further details related to their values are discussed in the subsequent 222 

section. Table 3 details the boundary conditions assigned to the different variables. Zero flux 223 
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boundary conditions are assigned for all species at the bottom surface of the well plate 224 

(denoted surface 1). Because the explant is in contact with the well plate, the flux along the 225 

interface between the explant and the well-plate is judged to be negligible. Support for this 226 

assumption is provided by histological images of cartilage tissue explants incubated in the 227 

presence of inflammatory cytokines including IL-1α and TNF-α [5, 43]. Additionally, our 228 

own full-thickness histological images of IL-1α treated bovine cartilage tissue explants (see 229 

Figure 3D) have shown negligible aggrecan loss from the surface of the explant resting on the 230 

bottom of a single well of a 96-well plate. These images indicate negligible access of IL-1α 231 

and escape of any degraded aggrecan along this interface.  232 

 233 

Zero flux boundary conditions are applied at the curved (denoted surface 2) and top (denoted 234 

surface 3) surfaces of the explant for chondrocytes (cell) and intact collagen (col), 235 

respectively. This is based on intact collagen being fixed in space [44, 45], together with the 236 

fact that chondrocyte movement through a stationary collagen network is slow relative to the 237 

time-scale of the experiments [46]. Robin boundary conditions are assigned for intact 238 

aggrecan (ag), degraded aggrecan (agd) and MMP (mmp) along these surfaces [45]. A 239 

Dirichlet type boundary condition is employed to represent the concentrations of 240 

aggrecanase, IL-1α and degraded collagen (cold) at the interfaces between the explant and the 241 

culture medium along surfaces 2 and 3, respectively. It is convenient to present further details 242 

related to the boundary conditions for aggrecanase, IL-1α and degraded collagen in the later 243 

result sections, as our ability to reproduce the experimental data are a result of the specific 244 

choices made. We note in passing that most previous in vitro experiments on cartilage 245 

explant degradation have reported a time dependent increase in the concentration of degraded 246 

ECM species in the surrounding culture medium [4, 47]. 247 

 248 
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Modelling approach: To approximate the initial conditions for the explant accurately, we first 249 

model the in vivo steady state. To do this, we assumed the collagen network is formed and we 250 

calibrate the model by simulating the production and (transport) loss of intact aggrecan, so 251 

that the aggrecan profile in the cartilage resembles that reported in the literature for very 252 

young calves [18], and so the flux through the top surface accords with estimates for 253 

aggrecan loss to the synovial fluid (i.e. about 2% per week) [48]. We then simulated the 254 

removal of the explant from its steady-state in vivo condition in the tissue by changing the 255 

boundary conditions on the cylindrical model domain. This was done by allowing molecular 256 

transport through the sides of the explant as well as through its top surface. We first 257 

calibrated the model by simulating the in vitro ‘control experiment’ i.e. the evolution of the 258 

aggrecan and collagen released from the explant to the culture medium in the absence of IL-259 

1α. Having completed this second model calibration, it is then appropriate to finally simulate 260 

the effect of adding IL-1α to the explant culture medium (including the exponential reduction 261 

of aggrecan synthesis due to the presence of IL-1α) [9, 49, 50], and following a third model 262 

calibration, to discern the quantitative details of the effect that IL-1α has on cartilage 263 

degradation.  264 

 265 

Model parameters: Table 4 lists model parameters, their values and where they were sourced 266 

in the literature. R1 (moles/cell/s) represents the amount of intact aggrecan formed by a single 267 

chondrocyte per unit time. Η (m) represents the thickness of the cartilage tissue explant. The 268 

parameters k1 and k2 (s-1) represent the rates of production and apoptosis of the chondrocytes. 269 

The activity of aggrecanase is represented by the catalytic rate constant, k3 (s-1) and a 270 

Michaelis constant, Km,aga (moles/m3) [51]. The binding affinity of IL-1α to IL-1 receptors 271 

(IL-1R) present on the chondrocyte surface is represented by the binding affinity, k6 (s-1) and 272 

the dissociation rate constant, Km,IL-1 (moles/m3).  273 
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It has been reported that binding of IL-1α to IL-1 receptors (IL-1R) can result in up to a 60 274 

fold increase in MMP expression and 300 fold increase in aggrecanase expression by 275 

chondrocytes [52]. Given that aggrecanase and MMP production are stimulated by formation 276 

of the IL-1-IL-1R complex, we can correlate the binding affinity of IL-1 to IL-1R (k6) with 277 

the rates of production of aggrecanase (k4) and MMP (k10) as shown in Table 4. However, 278 

changes in MMP and aggrecanase secretion are delayed due to the finite time required for 279 

chondrocytes to change their expression profile. Following a sudden stimulus, chondrocytes 280 

‘retool’, which involves time for mRNA expression, protein formation, post-translational 281 

processing, secretion of the final product by chondrocytes and the activation of proteases in 282 

the ECM [53].  283 

 284 

While binding of IL-1 to IL-1R to form the IL-1-IL-1R complex (C*) is modelled as an 285 

equilibrium reaction [23], the time delays in the expression of aggrecanase and MMP 286 

following a stimulus are represented by stimulus response variables S1 and S2. The stimulus 287 

responses are driven by the concentration of the IL-1-IL-1R complex and are represented 288 

using first order reactions with rate constants α1 and α2 as shown in Table 1. The calibrated 289 

values for α1 and α2 are shown in Table 4 (note we have chosen α1 = α2, as there is currently 290 

little reason to suppose that the times required for the secretion of aggrecanase is significantly 291 

different from that required for MMP). Proteases in general are initially secreted in an 292 

inactive form [54] and are usually activated through complex biochemical interactions 293 

mediated by other activated proteases, TIMPs and the characteristics of the propeptide 294 

domain of the protease concerned [54, 55]. Here, we implicitly account for all these 295 

biochemical interactions through the rate equations of the stimulus responses S1 and S2.  296 

 297 
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The parameters k5 (s-1) represent the rate of MMP induced degradation of aggrecanase and 298 

and k7 (s-1) the rate of protease induced degradation of IL-1α. The activity of MMP degrading 299 

collagen is represented by both its catalytic rate constant, k8 (s-1) and the Michaelis constant, 300 

Km,mmp (moles/m3). The parameters βmax and k9 (moles/m3) relate to a function representing 301 

the dependence of MMP activity on aggrecan concentration (i.e. to the evidence that 302 

aggrecan is protective of collagen). The parameter k11 (M-1.s-1) represents the rate constant 303 

for binding of MMP to degraded collagen (cold). CIL-1R (moles/m3) denotes the concentration 304 

of IL-1 receptors (IL-1R) within the cartilage explant. In our model the concentration of IL-1 305 

receptors is related to chondrocyte density (see Table 4). The parameters hi,r and hi,z (m/s) 306 

represents the interfacial mass transfer coefficient of the ith species from the curved and top 307 

surfaces (surface 2 and 3 respectively) of the explant to the surrounding culture medium. 308 

 309 

Numerical solution: The governing equations for the individual species together with the 310 

appropriate initial and boundary conditions were solved numerically using the finite element 311 

software COMSOL Multiphysics (Version 4.2, Burlington, MA, USA). A mesh dependence 312 

study showed that increasing the number of mesh elements beyond 630 did not cause any 313 

significant changes in model predictions. We therefore selected 630 quadratic finite elements 314 

for all the simulations. For simulating the in vitro experiments, we selected a time span of 27 315 

days based on the duration of the actual experiments [9]. The relative accuracy for all the 316 

simulations is set to 1×10-3. Model simulation times on a high-end PC ranged from 11- 646 s. 317 

 318 

319 
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Results 320 

Calibration of model initial conditions 321 

The explants for the in vitro experiments were sourced from the femoropatellar grooves of 1-322 

2-week old calves [9]. Previous experiments [18, 56] and computational modelling studies 323 

[10, 45, 57] have reported depth based variation in intact aggrecan production and 324 

concentration for young bovine cartilage. To approximate the initial conditions for the 325 

explant accurately, we first model the in vivo steady-state for aggrecan homeostasis in young 326 

bovine articular cartilage. Specific details for this model are as follows: 327 

(a) The aggrecan mass transfer coefficient through the curved surface of the future explant 328 

(hr,ag) (surface 2 in Figure 4B) is set to zero, as this is a no-flux boundary condition in vivo. 329 

(b) The chondrocyte density (Ccell) was assumed uniform over the entire explant domain, as 330 

chondrocyte densities are fairly uniform in young animals [18]. 331 

(c) The aggrecan concentration in the synovial fluid is taken as 0 moles/m3 based on reports 332 

of very low aggrecan levels in synovial fluid of healthy individuals [58]. 333 

(d) Aggrecanase mediated aggrecan degradation terms were neglected based on reports of 334 

minimal aggrecan degradation in very young animals [17, 59, 60]. Proteoglycan turnover is 335 

modelled via the aggrecan exiting through the superficial zone and cartilage surface [61]. As 336 

reported by Smith et al. [45], this approach resulted in an aggrecan profile that agrees closely 337 

with reported experimental observations on very young calves [18]. 338 

To capture the depth based variation in aggrecan synthesis [18, 19, 62], we assumed a linear 339 

relationship between the basal rate of intact aggrecan synthesis (R1, moles/cell/s) and the 340 

depth of the cartilage (z) as shown in Table 4. The aggrecan production rate term is also 341 

sensitive to the aggrecan concentration, such that local production ceases as the cartilage 342 
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aggrecan concentration builds to the target concentration (Ctar) of 0.024 moles/m3. The 343 

selection of Ctar is based on the maximum reported aggrecan concentration of 60 mg/ml in 344 

young bovine cartilage explants [18], assuming the molecular weight of aggrecan to be 2.5 345 

MDa [17]. The model solution predicts a spatio-temporal variation for intact aggrecan 346 

concentration within the explant. We calibrated the model by adjusting the basal rate of 347 

aggrecan synthesis by a single chondrocyte (Pag) and the mass transfer coefficient (hz,ag) 348 

through the top surface of the cartilage (surface 3 in Figure 4B). The predicted rate of 349 

aggrecan loss from the explant was made consistent with the reported in vivo proteoglycan 350 

losses in cartilage tissue from young animals [48]. The calibrated hz,ag had a value of 0.8×10-351 

10 m/s, while the calibrated basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by a single chondrocyte (Pag) had 352 

a value of 2.40×10-22 moles/cell/s.  353 

 354 

Figure 5A and 5B shows the results from the final calibrated model including the temporal 355 

variation in aggrecan loss from the explant in vivo at steady state and the temporal variation 356 

in the spatial average aggrecan concentration (Ĉag) of the explant, respectively. Figure 5C and 357 

5D shows the predicted depth based variation in aggrecan concentration and production for 358 

the explant, respectively at 6, 12, 24, 120 and 180 days. The model is calibrated to have an 359 

average steady state spatial explant aggrecan concentration (Ĉag) of 55 mg/ml.  360 

 361 

The steady state aggrecan concentration at the deepest region of the explant (z=0 mm) is 362 

approximately 60% higher than the aggrecan concentration at the articular surface (z=1 mm). 363 

The predicted average and depth based aggrecan concentration profiles are consistent with 364 

the experimentally measured aggrecan concentration profiles in young bovine cartilage 365 

explants [18]. After adjusting for a higher rate of aggrecan observed in younger age of 366 
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cartilage (i.e. turnover rates are 2 to 4 times higher in very young animals compared to 367 

mature adult animals), the rate of in vivo aggrecan loss through the top surface from the 368 

explant is in agreement with experimental observations [48]. The steady state in vivo 369 

aggrecan profile is employed as an initial condition in subsequent analyses given in Table 2. 370 

For the modelling assumptions employed here, at steady-state, aggrecan production is found 371 

to be concentrated towards the top of the cartilage explant. 372 

 373 

Modeling of in vitro control experiments 374 

Next we simulated the in vitro control experiments involving incubation of the cartilage 375 

explants in culture media without IL-1α [9]. Degradation of aggrecan by aggrecanase and 376 

MMP’s is negligible under such conditions [4, 8]. However experiments on explants [4, 5, 9] 377 

have found that aggrecan loss increases to about 6% of the initial explant aggrecan content 378 

per week, as shown in Figure 2. The rate of aggrecan release for control explants in vitro (i.e. 379 

6%) exceeds the reported in vivo aggrecan loss rates (around 2%) due to additional release of 380 

aggrecan through the freshly cut explant surfaces (i.e. surface 2 in Figure 4B). The model was 381 

calibrated to account for the increased rate of aggrecan loss by adjusting the mass transfer 382 

coefficient (hr,ag) from the freshly cut surface, until it agreed with the observations shown in 383 

Figure 2. The model was run to steady state (i.e. well beyond the duration of the experimental 384 

data). The calibrated hr,ag had a value of 1×10-10 m/s. 385 

 386 

Figure 6 shows the results for the calibrated model. The predicted rate of aggrecan loss from 387 

the explant in the time range simulating the in vitro control experiment (Figure 6A) is 388 

consistent with proteoglycan loss measurements from young bovine cartilage explants 389 
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cultured in the absence of any inflammatory cytokines [9]. The spatial average aggrecan 390 

concentration (Figure 6B) of the explant reduced from its in vivo steady state value of 55 391 

mg/ml to a new steady state value of 52 mg/ml. We also note that the rate of aggrecan 392 

production by chondrocytes in the deep and middle zones increases significantly, compared 393 

to the in vivo control, largely accounting for the increased rate of aggrecan loss.  394 

 395 

Given that IL-1α can significantly decrease the rate of aggrecan production, it is of interest to 396 

understand the effect of continuing aggrecan production by chondrocytes in explants. So we 397 

also simulated a limiting scenario for the in vitro control experiments, setting the aggrecan 398 

production rate to zero for the duration of the in vitro experiments ( 120t ≥ days), while all 399 

other model parameters were unchanged (see Figure 7). The predicted rate of aggrecan loss 400 

from the explant in the time range simulating the in vitro experiments remained unaffected by 401 

the absence of aggrecan production in the early stages (i.e. first 2 or 3 days), but subsequently 402 

the rate of aggrecan loss is significantly lower relative to that observed in the presence of 403 

aggrecan synthesis (see Figure 7A). This suggests it is important to include the continued 404 

production of aggrecan by chondrocytes during in vitro experiments, and take into account 405 

any effect of IL-1α on aggrecan production.  406 

 407 

Modeling of cytokine mediated aggrecan degradation 408 

The next step is to model the addition of 1 ng/ml of IL-1α to the explant culture media. When 409 

simulating this process, we made the following model assumptions: 410 

(a) It is known that a variety of aggrecan degradation products are formed by aggrecanases 411 

[17]. However in our simulation all the degradation products of intact aggrecan are lumped 412 
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together into a single entity termed ‘degraded aggrecan’ (‘agd’)—similarly for collagen 413 

degradation products (‘cold’). 414 

(b) Based on mass conservation principles, we assumed that intact aggrecan is proteolytically 415 

converted to degraded aggrecan according to a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio. The total aggrecan 416 

concentration at any spatial location within the explant includes concentration of intact and 417 

degraded aggrecan (Cag+Cagd). 418 

(c) We prescribed a Robin type boundary condition for degraded aggrecan along the curved 419 

(surface 2) and top (surface 3) surfaces of the explant. Because degraded aggrecan is smaller 420 

and more mobile than intact aggrecan, we expected that the mass transfer coefficient for 421 

degraded aggrecan through the cartilage surface would be higher than that for intact 422 

aggrecan.  423 

(d) The effective diffusivity of degraded aggrecan, aggrecanase and IL-1α are all assumed to 424 

be a function of the intact aggrecan concentration, as shown in Table 4. This is because the 425 

cartilage ECM containing intact aggrecan has a small effective pore size opening [10, 63], 426 

which can reduce the mobility of degraded aggrecan, aggrecanase and IL-1α by about an 427 

order of magnitude [10, 14, 64].  428 

(e) The concentration of aggrecanase at the curved (surface 2) and top (surface 3) surfaces of 429 

the explant are set at zero. This is because aggrecanase can rapidly diffuse from the cartilage-430 

medium interface (surface 2 and 3) into the culture medium [10, 12]. 431 

 432 

The in vitro control experiments were simulated for 27 days—the duration of the actual in-433 

vitro experiments [9]. For these simulations, we set the initial intact aggrecan concentration 434 

of the explant as a function of the explant depth (z), as quantified by the expression shown in 435 
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Table 2, which matches the steady state profile under in vivo conditions. The initial 436 

concentrations of the remaining species are set to zero. The curved (hr,ag) and top (hz,ag) 437 

surface mass transfer coefficient for intact aggrecan are set at their calibrated values of 1×10-438 

10 and 0.8×10-10 m/s, respectively. The curved (hr,agd) and top (hz,agd) surface mass transfer 439 

coefficient for degraded aggrecan is taken to be approximately two-orders of magnitude 440 

higher.  441 

We simulated the aggrecanase mediated degradation of aggrecan in the absence (Case 1) and 442 

presence (Case 2) of aggrecan synthesis by the explant. Li, Wang et al. [9] also reported that 443 

aggrecan synthesis rates in young bovine cartilage explants are reduced to approximately 444 

10% of their basal value when exposed to a culture medium containing 1ng/ml of IL-1α. 445 

Additionally, in vitro experiments [49, 50] have shown that aggrecan synthesis from 446 

chondrocytes reduces exponentially in a dose-dependent manner with increase in IL-1α 447 

concentration of the culture medium. Based on these findings, we simulated an additional 448 

case (Case 3) introducing the following functional relationship between the local rate of 449 

intact aggrecan synthesis (Rag, moles/m3/s) and the local explant IL-1α concentration: 450 

1ILC -λ
1ag eRR -=            (2) 451 

Equation (2) is based on the assumption that an increase in IL-1α concentration from 0 to 0.1 452 

ng/ml reduces the rate of intact aggrecan synthesis from chondrocytes by 90% [49], and an 453 

increase from 0 to 1.0 ng/ml reduces the aggrecan synthesis rate by chondrocytes to almost 454 

negligible levels (>95% reduction) [50]. The fitting constant in equation (2) (represented by 455 

the parameter λ) for this data has a value of 4.3×108 m3/moles. The Michaelis constant for 456 

aggrecanase (Km,aga) is calibrated using Case 3. Calibration of Km,aga ensured that the 457 

predicted rate of aggrecan loss from the explant and the explant aggrecan concentration 458 

distribution were consistent with the experimental results of Li, Wang et al.[9]. The calibrated 459 
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Michaelis constant for aggrecanase (Km,aga) is found to be 55 nM, which lies within the range 460 

reported in the literature for Km,aga (10.6 to 61.0 nM) [65, 66].  461 

 462 

Figure 8A shows the time dependent variation in the spatial average concentration of intact 463 

aggrecan in the explant. The spatial average intact aggrecan concentration reduced by 95%, 464 

86% and 94% over 27 days for cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The spatial distribution of intact 465 

aggrecan concentration within the cartilage explant for cases 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 466 

9A-D, E-H and I-L, respectively. In all cases, the intact aggrecan concentration within 467 

explants exposed to IL-1α demonstrates a relatively sharp moving front of aggrecan 468 

degradation. It is observed that the presence of aggrecan synthesis slightly retards the speed 469 

of this moving aggrecan degradation front. Figure 8C shows the rate of aggrecan loss from 470 

the explant for all three cases. We note that the aggrecan loss and concentration profiles 471 

predicted by our model for cases 1 and 3 are most consistent with experimental 472 

measurements [9], compared to case 2. 473 

 474 

The spatial average IL-1α concentration for cases 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 8B. For all 475 

cases, the spatial average IL-1α concentration reached a steady state value of 0.4 ng/ml in 9 476 

days. The spatial distribution of IL-1α concentration within the cartilage explant for cases 1, 477 

2 and 3 are shown in Figure 10A-D, E-H and I-L, respectively. The IL-1α concentration 478 

profile within the explant also demonstrates a sharp moving front. The speed of the IL-1α 479 

front progression is similar for all cases. The results show that aggrecan synthesis has 480 

minimal effect on IL-1α transport within the explant. We speculate that the limited depth of 481 

transport of IL-1α into the aggrecan depleted zones is attributed to its rapid protease induced 482 

degradation [67]. 483 
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Modeling of cytokine mediated collagen degradation  484 

Now we seek to include in the model the IL-1α mediated degradation of collagen. It has been 485 

shown experimentally that IL-1α mediated collagen degradation can only occur once the 486 

aggrecan concentration drops below a specific threshold [38] i.e. aggrecan in high enough 487 

concentrations protects the collagen network from enzymatic degradation. We therefore 488 

simultaneously solve the governing equations of aggrecan (intact and degraded), IL-1α, 489 

aggrecanase, MMP and collagen (intact and degraded) to simulate the collagen degradation 490 

process. We made the following additional model assumptions:  491 

(a) We prescribed a zero flux boundary condition for intact collagen along the curved 492 

(surface 2) and top (surface 3) surfaces of the explant because intact collagen is assumed to 493 

be immobile [10, 44]. 494 

(b) The concentration of degraded collagen at the curved (surface 2) and top (surface 3) 495 

surfaces of the explant are set to zero, as degraded collagen is assumed to diffuse rapidly [12] 496 

across the explant interfaces exposed to the culture medium. 497 

(c) To estimate the total amount of collagen initially present, we first calculated the mass of 498 

aggrecan in the explant, which is the product of the steady-state in vivo average concentration 499 

of aggrecan and the volume of the explant. The mass of intact collagen was then estimated 500 

based on reported mass composition of cartilage tissue [68]. The collagen concentration is 501 

then calculated in terms of molar units (moles/m3), based on the reported molecular form and 502 

chain composition of cartilage based collagen [69]. We finally assumed that the initial 503 

concentration of intact collagen is uniform throughout the explant, based on reports from 504 

earlier studies [18, 70]. By this process, the initial concentration of intact collagen in the 505 

explant is estimated to be 79 mg/ml or 0.2 moles/m3. 506 
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(d) The effective diffusivity of degraded collagen and MMP are assumed to be a function of 507 

the local aggrecan concentration as shown in Table 4, based on reports that the cartilage ECM 508 

can significantly reduce their mobility [64, 71]. 509 

(e) We prescribed a Robin-type boundary condition for MMP along the curved (surface 2) 510 

and top (surface 3) surfaces of the explant. The curved (hr,mmp) and top (hz,mmp) surface mass 511 

transfer coefficient for MMP were adjusted so that the predicted collagen loss from the 512 

explant is consistent with experimental measurements [9]. Note that if the MMP 513 

concentration is set to zero on the boundary of the domain representing the cartilage explant, 514 

then the collagen network right on the boundary remains intact (this is not observed in 515 

explant experiments). 516 

(f) By trial and error during the calibration process, we found that the time delay in collagen 517 

loss from the explant (Figure 2) [9] is accurately captured if MMP mediated catabolism of 518 

collagen fibres within the cartilage matrix commenced when the total aggrecan concentration 519 

(intact and degraded) is reduced below the threshold value of about 1.5 mg/ml. We employ a 520 

Hill-type function to mathematically represent the aggrecan concentration dependence on 521 

MMP activity (kact,mmp), as shown in Table 4. 522 

(g) Trial and error also revealed that we needed to employ a second order kinetic rate 523 

expression to represent the binding of MMP to degraded collagen. The kinetic rate data are 524 

based on reports that: (i) MMP’s initially denature intact collagen into degraded collagen by 525 

binding to selective sites along its triple helical structure [72, 73], and (ii) the rate of 526 

degradation of denatured collagen triple helixes are independent of MMP type [73]. The rate 527 

constant for binding of MMP to degraded collagen is chosen from literature [17]. There is 528 

currently no quantitative information in literature related to the number of MMP binding sites 529 

on surface of degraded collagen molecules. We therefore calibrated this parameter (nR,cold) by 530 
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trial and error. We assumed that MMPs bound to degraded collagen are eventually lost to the 531 

surrounding culture media. 532 

The calibration process involved simultaneously accounting for the effect of intact collagen 533 

being protected by aggrecan, the rate of loss of MMP from the explant and the number of 534 

MMP binding sites on degraded collagen. It might thus appear to be a case of over-fitting the 535 

data. However, the time dependent shape of the collagen degradation curve is itself complex. 536 

So fitting these parameters in the model actually results in a reasonably constrained set of 537 

parameters. This calibration process is described further in the Discussion. 538 

 539 

The collagen degradation process is simulated for different aggrecan synthesis rates as 540 

described by cases 1, 2 and 3 for the aggrecan degradation process. The final number of 541 

MMP binding sites chosen for the surface of degraded collagen (nR,cold) is based on the 542 

calibration for the case where aggrecan synthesis in the explant is assumed to be a function of 543 

the local IL-1α concentration, as defined in equation (2) (i.e. Case 3). The spatial distribution 544 

of intact collagen concentration within the cartilage explant for cases 1, 2 and 3 are shown in 545 

Figure 11A-D, E-H and I-L, respectively. The intact collagen concentration front moves at a 546 

much slower speed relative to those for intact aggrecan and IL-1α concentration fronts, and 547 

the degradation front deepens over time. Figure 8D shows the rate of collagen loss from the 548 

explant for the three cases. The collagen losses predicted by our model are most consistent 549 

with experimental measurements [9] when aggrecan synthesis by the explant is either absent 550 

(Case 1) or when aggrecan synthesis is dependent on the local IL-1α concentration as defined 551 

in equation (2) (Case 3).  552 

 553 
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Estimation of IL-1α mediated aggrecan degradation rates under in vivo conditions 554 

 555 

Our computational models have been shown to predict the in vitro losses of intact aggrecan 556 

and collagen from normal and IL-1α treated cartilage explants with a reasonable degree of 557 

accuracy. However, the IL-1α concentrations used for the in vitro experiments [9] are higher 558 

(1 ng/ml) in comparison to the reported synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations for normal [74, 559 

75] and osteoarthritis/rheumatoid arthritis [75-77] afflicted cartilage tissues (0.001-0.5 560 

ng/ml). We hoped the results from this model may provide valuable quantitative information 561 

related to aggrecan turnover rates during osteoarthritis. Therefore, we trialled our 562 

computational model by simulating the in vivo degradation of aggrecan in cartilage tissue for 563 

a range of reported synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations. The IL-1α concentration range 564 

represents both normal and osteoarthritic cartilage tissues. The concentration of IL-1α in 565 

synovial fluid is much lower than that used by essentially all investigators in explant culture 566 

systems [5, 28, 78]. Higher concentrations of IL-1α are used in vitro to accelerate the 567 

cytokine mediated cartilage degradation process in post-traumatic knee osteoarthritis [9]. 568 

 569 

The geometry and mathematical form of the model is similar to the model replicating the in 570 

vitro aggrecan degradation stimulated by IL-1α. However, in the case of an in vivo analysis, 571 

the curved surface (surface 2) is set as a zero flux boundary condition for all the species 572 

involved. This is because the cartilage explant/disc may now be considered as sitting within 573 

more cartilage tissue. We also assumed that the local rate of aggrecan synthesis within the in 574 

vivo cartilage is governed by the local IL-1α concentration as shown in equation (2). We 575 

simulated the model for IL-1α concentrations in the range of 0.001 ng/ml to 0.5 ng/ml. Figure 576 

12A shows the predicted temporal variations in the spatial average concentration of intact 577 
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aggrecan in the cartilage tissue for a range of synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations in the in 578 

vivo geometry.  579 

  580 
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Discussion 581 

 582 

We have shown that we can model reasonably accurately the experimentally observed 583 

degradation of cartilage explants exposed to IL-1α using a system of partial differential 584 

equations representing reaction-diffusion transport equations. Approximately two-thirds of 585 

the forty seven parameters employed to define the model are based on values reported in the 586 

literature, while the remaining one third of parameters are based on model calibrations to 587 

experimental observations. Three different sets of experimental observations are used to 588 

calibrate the model: (i) the cartilage condition in vivo (calibration of model to reflect 589 

aggrecan concentration profile and aggrecan turnover in vivo), (ii) the in vitro behaviour 590 

under control conditions (calibration of model to reflect the experimentally observed rate of 591 

aggrecan and collagen loss over time (see Figure 2)), and (iii) the IL-1α treatment condition 592 

in vitro (calibration of the model to reflect the experimentally observed rate of aggrecan and 593 

collagen loss over time in the presence of IL-1α (see Figure 2)).  594 

 595 

This triad of calibrations applied sequentially to a time-independent curve (i.e. to find a 596 

steady-state profile in vivo), and to four time dependent curves (i.e. the aggrecan and collagen 597 

loss curves for both control and treatment conditions), serve to constrain the approximately 598 

16 unknown model parameters reasonably well. For while calibrating the model, we were 599 

challenged to explain both curve timing and curve shapes. The calibrated model can 600 

accurately capture the regional variations in explant degradation rates by a single set of model 601 

parameters. This is reflected by the close agreement between the predicted and experimental 602 

aggrecan and collagen loss profiles from the explant (Figure 8C and D). In other words, our 603 

model has significant predictive power as we could fit the experimental data with a single set 604 

of model parameters.  605 
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Interestingly, we found that the best fit to the control data is obtained by including on-going 606 

aggrecan production in the model. This is consistent with observations that chondrocytes 607 

continue to produce aggrecan in vitro, providing their support medium is regularly 608 

replenished (as occurred for this experiment) [9]. However, we incorporated in the model the 609 

reported finding that aggrecan production for cartilage explants exposed to IL-1α is greatly 610 

reduced [9, 49, 50, 79]. 611 

 612 

Furthermore, using only equilibrium reactions (i.e. reactions that are fast relative to time 613 

dependent transport processes) in our reaction-diffusion model, we found that we cannot 614 

represent the initial delay in the onset of aggrecan degradation that is observed 615 

experimentally [9]. Consequently, we found it necessary to include a first-order rate equation 616 

to represent the time delays involved in gene expression, protein synthesis, post-translational 617 

processing and secretion. Doing so gives a much better fit to the data. We note that this 618 

approximation is consistent with observations on the delay associated with gene expression in 619 

chondrocytes exposed to IL-1α [53]. This is interesting as it suggests that following cartilage 620 

exposure to IL-1α (e.g. following traumatic injury of a joint), there is a ‘window of 621 

opportunity’ of about one or two days before the effect of inflammatory cytokines on 622 

aggrecanase biosynthesis is realized as aggrecan degradation. This window of opportunity 623 

has been noted elsewhere [78]. Importantly, it has been shown that if IL-1α is removed prior 624 

to collagen loss, chondrocytes within the explant can at least partially recover aggrecan 625 

content of the cartilage explant [78]. 626 

 627 

Li, Wang et al. [9] noted previously that the observed IL-1α stimulated loss of aggrecan and 628 

collagen is consistent with the suggestion that aggrecan protects collagen network from 629 
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degradation (presumably by hindering access of MMPs to the collagen fibril surface cleavage 630 

sites) [38]. We have included this protective effect of aggrecan on collagen degradation in 631 

our model. However, our modelling suggests that: (i) it is not only intact aggrecan that is 632 

protective of the collagen network, but also that degraded aggrecan plays a significant role in 633 

protecting collagen network, and (ii) collagen is fully protected by total aggrecan 634 

concentrations as low as 1.5 mg/ml. For it was found that the inclusion of degraded aggrecan 635 

in the protective effect significantly modulates the timing of collagen network degradation 636 

observed in the explant experiment. For example according to our modelling results, by 637 

adding the protective effect of degraded aggrecan to the protective effect of intact aggrecan, 638 

the time at which collagen network degradation begins is ‘pushed out’ by about 4 days 639 

(compare case 4 in Figure 8D, which becomes case 5 in Figure 8D upon the inclusion of 640 

degraded aggrecan). Importantly, the shape of the collagen loss curve depended strongly on 641 

including the binding of MMP to degraded (denatured) collagen fragments (compare case 5 642 

in Figure 8D, which becomes case 3 in Figure 8D upon the inclusion of MMP binding to 643 

degraded (denatured) collagen). Again as noted by Li, Wang et al. [9], these data suggest that 644 

there may be a comparatively long window of opportunity for drug intervention aimed at 645 

preventing collagen network degradation, at least in part because of the protective effect of 646 

degraded aggrecan. 647 

 648 

The diffusion coefficient for very large molecules like aggrecan (approximately 2.5 MDa) 649 

and aggregate (up to 300 MDa) [14] is very small. Yet, the measured apparent diffusion 650 

coefficient along an aggrecan gradient is much larger due to the gradient in aggrecan osmotic 651 

pressure also varying with aggrecan concentration [63]. Despite this we found that a constant 652 

diffusion coefficient of about 10-14 m2/s coupled with an increased resistance at the boundary 653 

gave a reasonably accurate in vivo concentration profile. This is consistent with the reported 654 
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earlier findings of Smith et al. [45]. Degraded aggrecan was given a diffusion coefficient two 655 

orders of magnitude larger, which flattened the degraded aggrecan gradient within the 656 

cartilage explant. This flattening of the degraded aggrecan concentration profile proved 657 

significant by regulating the rate of collagen network degradation. 658 

 659 

There is a significant challenge in representing the spatio-temporal degradation of aggrecan 660 

for the cartilage explant exposed to IL-1α. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that our 661 

system of partial differential equations is capable of representing a steep spatial gradient in 662 

intact aggrecan and IL-1α concentration, and the time course of the degradation agrees 663 

reasonably well with experimental observations. The steep spatial gradient in intact aggrecan 664 

concentration during degradation is at least partly a result of making the diffusion coefficient 665 

of molecules through intact aggrecan dependent on the concentration of intact aggrecan. We 666 

note that this feature is consistent with photo-bleaching experiments, which show that 667 

diffusion coefficient for molecules depends on the aggrecan concentration [80]. However to 668 

finally obtain a relatively steep gradient in intact aggrecan requires that the diffusion 669 

coefficient for aggrecanase be smaller than that of IL-1α (in our case, about 70 times smaller 670 

than aggrecanase). If diffusion coefficients for aggrecanase and IL-1α are reversed, the 671 

spatial gradient of intact aggrecan is flattened. We are uncertain how realistic this modelling 672 

assumption is, as unfortunately there are no independent data in the literature to support or 673 

refute these findings. 674 

 675 

Finally we applied our calibrated model to predict the in vivo aggrecan loss from cartilage 676 

tissue exposed to a range of synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations, which approximate IL-1α 677 

concentrations found in normal through to osteoarthritis afflicted cartilage tissue. Our results 678 
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showed a significant increase in in vivo aggrecan losses from cartilage tissue on transition 679 

from normal physiology to moderate osteoarthritis [75]. For example Figure 12A shows the 680 

spatial average intact aggrecan concentration reduced by 0.5%, 2%, 20% and 62% over 27 681 

days for synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 ng/ml, respectively. 682 

Figure 12B shows the in vivo turnover times of intact aggrecan at different synovial fluid IL-683 

1α concentrations. The model predicts that the turnover time for intact aggrecan under normal 684 

physiological conditions (CIL-1=0.001-0.01 ng/ml) [75] ranges from 140 to 163 days. This 685 

helps demonstrate that the transition from normal physiology to mild (CIL-1=0.1 ng/ml) and 686 

then moderate osteoarthritis (CIL-1=0.5 ng/ml) [75] can result in a 70% to 90% reduction in 687 

the aggrecan turnover time. This is consistent with reports of increased aggrecan turnover 688 

rates following joint injury and osteoarthritis [81]. We note that both predicted in vivo intact 689 

aggrecan concentration and turnover rates under normal physiological conditions are 690 

consistent with experimentally measured aggrecan concentration and turnover rates in 691 

cartilage tissues [18, 48]. 692 

 693 

Overall, our models are successful in capturing the aggrecan and collagen losses from 694 

cartilage tissue when subjected to inflammatory stressors. However, there are limitations to 695 

the current modelling study including: (i) not explicitly taking into account the kinetics of the 696 

activation  of various proteases (e.g. the activation of aggrecanases (ADAMTS-4,5) and 697 

collagenases (MMP-1 and MMP-13)), (ii) the model does not explicitly account for the 698 

feedback inhibition of aggrecanase and collagenase activity by TIMPs [17, 33, 34] and (iii) 699 

the model does not account for the effect of Donnan (charge based) partitioning of IL-1α and 700 

other charged molecules [82, 83] between the culture medium and the cartilage tissue, which 701 

has negative fixed charge [84]. The parameters representing the catalytic activities of 702 

aggrecanase (Km,aga) and collagenase (kact,mmp, k9 and k11) need to be recalibrated to account 703 
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for protease activation and inhibition. The Donnan partitioning of IL-1α between the culture 704 

medium and cartilage tissue can be modelled using the Nernst-Planck equation [85], but this 705 

is beyond the scope of the current study.  706 

 707 

Conclusion 708 

The fundamental benefit of computational modelling of physiological systems is that 709 

complex integrated physiological systems can be mathematically represented by starting with 710 

the principles and laws of chemistry and physics including mass conservation, known 711 

constitutive relationships and physiological data reported in the literature. However, the 712 

number of valid ways to arrange this information into an integrated system is significantly 713 

curtailed. We can then narrow down the possibilities by identifying the key mechanisms that 714 

regulate the experimental observations. Such integrated models even allow us to quantify 715 

certain system variables, which are not easy to measure. In this paper, we present an 716 

integrated system of partial differential equations that can reasonably accurately represent the 717 

IL-1α stimulated degradation of cartilage explants in vitro. We have also shown that the 718 

calibrated model predicts increased aggrecan turnover rates in vivo for osteoarthritic cartilage 719 

compared to normal cartilage, which is consistent with experimental observations [75, 81]. 720 

Further calibration studies on independent data sets are required to build generality and 721 

robustness of the model. Hence model development requires increased experimental 722 

knowledge about specific interaction mechanisms of selected model variables. Nevertheless 723 

we are encouraged that further model development may in the future result in useful and 724 

reliable predictions about the response of cartilage to environmental stressors. 725 

  726 
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Table 1: Governing equations of transport, generation and consumption of species 887 
involved in biochemical degradation of cartilage  888 
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Table 2: Explant based model initial conditions  893 

 894 

  895 

1 Based on reported depth dependent aggrecan concentration in young bovine cartilage explants [18]. The 
concentration units of aggrecan can be changed from mg/ml to moles/m3 using the reported [17] molecular 
weight of aggrecan (2.5 MDa). 
2 Text refers to the cartilage explant based model initial conditions, which were either assumed or evaluated 
during the model calibration procedure as described in the manuscript text.  

Species Values/ Expression (Units) References 
Chondrocyte (Ccell) 1.5×1014 (cells/m3) [19] 

Intact aggrecan (Cag) (in vivo) 0 (moles/m3) Text, [45] 

Intact aggrecan (Cag) (in vitro) 0.0242
H
z0.002

2

H
z0.0162

3

H
z0.0431

4

H
z0.0433 +






+






-






+






- (moles/m3)1 Text2, [18] 

Degraded aggrecan (Cagd) 0 (moles/m3) Text 
Aggrecanase (Caga) 0 (moles/m3) Text 

IL-1α (CIL-1) 0 (moles/m3) Text 
Intact collagen (Ccol) 0.2 (moles/m3) [68] 

Degraded collagen (Ccold) 0 (moles/m3) Text 
MMP (Cmmp) 0 (moles/m3) Text 
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Table 3: Model boundary conditions 896 

Species Surface Mathematical Expression 
Chondrocyte 1, 2, 3 0CD cellcell =∇  
Intact Aggrecan  1 0CD cagag =∇  
Intact Aggrecan  2 ( ) 0CChCD bag,agagr,cagag =-+∇  
Intact Aggrecan  3 ( ) 0CChCD bag,agagz,cagag =-+∇  
Degraded Aggrecan  1 0CD agdagd =∇  
Degraded Aggrecan  2 ( ) 0CChCD bagd,agdagdr,agdagd =-+∇  
Degraded Aggrecan  3 ( ) 0CChCD bagd,agdagdz,agdagd =-+∇  
Aggrecanase 1 0CD agaaga =∇  
Aggrecanase 2, 3 0Caga =  
IL-1α 1 0CD 1-IL1-IL =∇  
IL-1α 2, 3 

b1,IL1IL CC -- =  
Intact Collagen  1, 2, 3 0CD colcol =∇  
Degraded Collagen  1 0CD coldcold =∇  
Degraded Collagen  2, 3 0Ccold =  
MMP 1 0CD mmpmmp =∇  
MMP 2 ( ) 0CChCD bmmp,mmpmmpr,mmpmmp =-+∇  
MMP 3 ( ) 0CChCD bmmp,mmpmmpz,mmpmmp =-+∇  
 897 
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Table 4: Model Parameters 899 

3 The units for Cag used in the expressions for calculation of effective diffusivity are in moles/m3.  
4 Refer to manuscript text for further details related to parameter value selection. 

Parameters Values/Expressions References 
Effective diffusivity (Chondrocyte) (Dcell) 0 m2.s-1 [46] 
Effective diffusivity (Intact Aggrecan) (Dag) 1×10-14 m2/s [10, 44] 
Effective diffusivity (Degraded Aggrecan) (Dagd)3 ag95C*

agdagd eDD -=  Text, [64] 
Diffusivity (Degraded Aggrecan) (D*

agd) 1×10-10 m2/s [10, 44] 
Effective diffusivity(Aggrecanase) (Daga) ag120C*

agaaga eDD -=  Text, [64] 
Diffusivity(Aggrecanase) (D*

aga) 1×10-12 m2/s [86] 
Effective diffusivity (IL-1α) (DIL-1) ag95C*

1-IL1-IL eDD -=  Text4, [64] 
Diffusivity ( IL-1α) (D*

IL-1) 7×10-11 m2/s [87] 
Effective diffusivity (Intact collagen) (Dcol) 0 m2/s [44] 
Effective diffusivity (Degraded collagen) (Dcold) ag95C

coldcold eDD -∗=  Text, [64] 
Diffusivity (Degraded collagen) (D*cold) 1×10-10 m2/s [10, 12] 
Effective diffusivity (MMP) (Dmmp) ag95C*

mmpmmp eDD -=  Text, [64] 
Diffusivity (MMP) (D*mmp) 1×10-12 m2/s [71, 86] 

Basal aggrecan production rate (R1) 





 -

H
0.9z1Pag  Text 

Target aggrecan (intact) concentration (Ctar) 0.024 moles/m3 [17, 18, 45] 
Chondrocyte based basal aggrecan production (Pag) 2.4×10-22 moles/cell/s Text, [57, 88] 
Thickness of cartilage tissue explant (H) 1×10-3 m [9] 
Chondrocyte production rate (k1) 0 cell/s Text 
Chondrocyte apoptosis rate (k2) 0 cell/s Text 
Catalytic rate constant (aggrecanase) (k3) 0.9 s-1 [66, 89] 
Michaelis constant (aggrecanase) (Km,aga) 5.5×10-5 moles/m3 [42, 66] 
Rate constant aggrecanase production (k4) 0.83k6 s-1 Text, [52] 
Aggrecanase degradation rate (k5) 1×10-4 s-1 [90] 
Binding affinity (IL-1α binding to IL-1R) (k6) 4.32×10-5 s-1 [23] 
Dissociation constant ( IL-1α binding to IL-1R) (Km,IL-1) 7.2×10-8 moles/m3 [23] 
IL-1α degradation rate (k7) 5.83×10-4 s-1 [67] 

IL-1α receptor concentration (CIL-1R) 
A

cellR

N
Cn

 [91] 

Number of IL-1 receptors in single chondrocyte (nR) 2700 cell-1 [23] 
Avogadro number (NA) 6.023×1023 #/moles [91] 
IL-1α concentration (culture medium) (CIL-1,b) 0, 5.7×10-8 moles/m3 Text, [9] 
Catalytic activity (MMP) (k8) 1.5 s-1 [54] 
Michaelis constant (MMP) (Km,mmp) 0.0021 moles/m3 [54] 
Rate constant MMP production (k10) 0.17 k6 s-1 Text, [52] 
Rate constant MMP binding to degraded collagen (k11) 0.47 M-1.s-1 [54] 
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  902 

# of MMP binding sites on degraded collagen (nR,cold) 320  Text 

Aggrecan dependent MMP catalytic activity (kact,mmp) 
n

9

agdag

max

k
CC

1

β








 +
+

 
Text 

Maximum MMP activity (βmax) 1 Text 
Cag at half-maximal MMP activity (k9) 0.0003 moles/m3 Text 
Hill –coefficient MMP activity (n) 6 Text 

IL-1-IL-1R complex equilibrium concentration (C*) 










+ 1-ILm,1-IL

1R-IL1-IL

KC
CC  moles/m3 [92] 

Rate constant aggrecanase stimulus (α1) 0.4×10-5 s-1 Text 
Rate constant MMP stimulus (α2) 0.4×10-5 s-1 Text 
Intact aggrecan radial mass transfer coefficient (hr,ag) 1×10-10 m/s Text 
Intact aggrecan axial mass transfer coefficient (hz,ag) 0.8×10-10 m/s Text 
Degraded aggrecan radial mass transfer coefficient 
(hr,agd) 

1.5×10-8 m/s Text 

Degraded aggrecan axial mass transfer coefficient 
(hz,agd) 

1.2×10-8 m/s Text 

MMP radial mass transfer coefficient (hr,mmp) 1×10-9 m/s Text 
MMP axial mass transfer coefficient (hz,mmp) 1×10-9 m/s Text 
Synovial fluid intact aggrecan concentration (Cag,b) 0 moles/m3 [45] 
Culture medium intact aggrecan concentration (Cag,b) 0 moles/m3 Text 
Culture medium degraded aggrecan concentration 
(Cagd,b) 

0 moles/m3 Text 

Culture medium MMP concentration (Cmmp,b) 0 moles/m3 Text 
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 903 

Figure 1: Schematic of biochemical interactions regulating the structural homeostasis of 904 

cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM). The image boundary (outer blue lines) represents the 905 

entire cartilage tissue, made up of hydrated ECM and a sparse population of chondrocytes 906 

(gray). Chondrocytes produce the proteoglycan, aggrecan (Agg) and collagen fibrils (Col), 907 

which are the key matrix constituents of cartilage ECM (orange). Chondrocytes maintain 908 

ECM homeostasis through controlled production and degradation of aggrecan and collagen. 909 

The dotted green line separates the production and degradation pathways. Traumatic injury to 910 

the joint increases the concentration of inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1α (green) in the 911 

cartilage tissue and synovial fluid. Relevant to the present explant studies, binding of IL-1α to 912 

the chondrocyte IL-1α receptors upregulates aggrecanases (Aga) and collagenases (MMP) 913 

(blue). Aggrecanases catalyze the degradation of aggrecan to degraded aggrecan (Agg-D) 914 
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while MMP-collagenases catalyzes the degradation of collagen to degraded collagen (Col-D). 915 

Both degraded aggrecan and collagen are represented by orange compartments, as they are 916 

originally a part of the ECM. The chondrocytes and synovium also secrete tissue inhibitor of 917 

metalloproteinases (TIMP, yellow compartment), which inhibits the activity of aggrecanase 918 

and collagenase. The net activity of aggrecanases (Aga) is mediated by TIMPs and a host of 919 

other modifiers of the proteases activity. For modelling purposes, we have chosen not to 920 

explicitly include the inhibition of aggrecanase and collagenase activity by TIMP. The model 921 

captures the net protease activity, which implicitly includes the net consequence of all the 922 

other molecules on protease activity including TIMPs. The production and inhibition 923 

pathways are represented by solid black and red lines.  924 

 925 

  926 
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 927 

Figure 2: Time-dependent in vitro loss profiles of aggrecan-sGAG (intact and degraded 928 

aggrecan) and collagen from young bovine cartilage tissue explants as reported in the 929 

experimental study by Li, Wang et al. [9]. The experimental data is statistically analysed 930 

using the linear mixed effects model followed by Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference 931 

(Tukey’s HSD) test for pair-wise comparisons. P<0.05 were considered statistically 932 

significant. The cartilage tissue explants were incubated in 96-well plates with appropriate 933 

culture medium, both in the presence (1 ng/ml concentration) and absence (Control) of the 934 

inflammatory cytokine IL-1α.  935 

  936 
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 937 

Figure 3: Micrographs (at ×20 magnification) of toluidine blue stained young bovine 938 

cartilage explants incubated in single wells of a 96 well plate for two days with appropriate 939 

culture medium in the absence (Panel A) and presence (Panel B) of 10 ng/ml of IL-1α. Panel 940 

C and Panel D shows micrographs (at ×4 magnification) of toluidine blue stained full 941 

thickness young bovine cartilage explants incubated for two days in appropriate culture 942 

medium in the absence and presence of 1 ng/ml of IL-1α, respectively. Exposure to IL-1α 943 

leads to accelerated loss of aggrecan-sGAG (intact and degraded aggrecan) from the explant. 944 

Toluidine blue staining shows aggrecan depletion at regions of the explant surface exposed to 945 

IL-1α (top edge of Panel B and top and side edge of Panel D). The bottom surface of the 946 

explant does not show any staining loss indicating that the bottom of the explant is 947 

maintained continuously flush against the plastic bottom of the well.   948 
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 960 

Figure 4: Schematic of cartilage explant geometry subjected to biochemical degradation in 961 

vitro in the absence and presence of IL-1α. Panel A shows the actual cylindrical geometry of 962 

the explant (grey) cultured in a medium (orange) with/without the presence of the 963 

inflammatory cytokine IL-1α. The locations of the bottom (surface 1), curved (surface 2) and 964 

top (surface 3) of the explant are shown by appropriate labels. Panel B shows the simplified 965 

two-dimensional (2D) cylindrical geometry adopted for the computational model. The dotted 966 

green line indicates the axis of symmetry as labelled. The red line corresponds to the explant 967 

surface in direct contact with the bottom surface of the well plate (surface 1). The black line 968 

corresponds to the curved (surface 2) and the brown line to the top (surface 3) surfaces of the 969 
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computational domain. In the computational model, only surfaces 2 and 3 are involved in 970 

mass exchange between the explant and the surrounding culture medium. It is assumed that 971 

direct contact of surface 1 of the explant with the well plate precludes significant mass 972 

exchange. The symbols r and z represent the radial and axial co-ordinates of the cylindrical 973 

geometry. The orange arrows adjacent to the co-ordinate symbols indicate the positive 974 

directions for each co-ordinate axis. The symbol H represents the height of the cartilage 975 

explant (1.0 mm) while the symbol R represents the radius of the cartilage explant (1.5 mm).  976 
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 979 

Figure 5: Time dependent variation in aggrecan loss, aggrecan concentration and aggrecan 980 

production rates for in vivo model. Panel A shows the steady state in vivo rate of aggrecan 981 

loss from the explant. Panel B shows the temporal variation in the spatial average intact 982 

aggrecan concentration of the cartilage explant. Panel C and Panel D show the depth based 983 

variations in the concentration and production rate of intact aggrecan in the cartilage explant. 984 

Day 0 in Panel B, C and D corresponds to the start of the numerical simulation to estimate the 985 

steady state in vivo distribution of intact aggrecan in the cartilage explant. In Panel A, Day 0 986 

corresponds to any time interval when the in vivo aggrecan concentration in the explant has 987 

reached steady state. The predicted depth based variation at steady state is compared with the 988 

measured depth dependent aggrecan concentration in young (2-3 week old) bovine articular 989 

cartilage by Klein et al. [18].  990 
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 991 

Figure 6: Time dependent variation in aggrecan loss, aggrecan concentration and aggrecan 992 

production rates in young bovine cartilage explants under in vivo ( 120t0 <≤ days) and in 993 

vitro ( 120t ≥  days) conditions for controls. Under in vitro control conditions, the culture 994 

medium is devoid of the inflammatory cytokine, IL-1α. Panel A shows the comparison 995 

between the predicted and reported [9] in vitro rate of intact aggrecan loss from the explant 996 

into the culture medium. Panel B shows the temporal variation in the spatial average intact 997 

aggrecan concentration of the cartilage explant. Panel C shows the depth based variation in 998 

intact aggrecan concentration in the cartilage explant. Panel D shows the depth based 999 

variation in aggrecan production under steady state conditions in the cartilage explant. Note 1000 

that the basal production rate of aggrecan by chondrocytes is maintained at the calibrated 1001 
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value of 2.4×10-22 moles/cell/s throughout the entire duration of the simulation ( 240t0 ≤≤1002 

days). 1003 

  1004 
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 1005 

 1006 

Figure 7: Time dependent variation in aggrecan loss, aggrecan concentration and aggrecan 1007 

production rates in young bovine cartilage explants under in vivo ( 120t0 <≤ days) and in 1008 

vitro ( 120t ≥  days) conditions. Under in vitro control conditions, the culture medium is 1009 

devoid of the inflammatory cytokine, IL-1α. Panel A shows the comparison between the 1010 

predicted and reported [9] in vitro rate of intact aggrecan loss from the explant into the 1011 

culture medium. Panel B shows the temporal variation in the spatial average intact aggrecan 1012 

concentration of the cartilage explant. Panel C and Panel D show the depth based variation 1013 

in intact aggrecan concentration and aggrecan production rate, respectively in the cartilage 1014 

explant. The basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by the chondrocytes (Pag) was maintained at the 1015 
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calibrated value of 2.4×10-22 moles/cell/s only during the in vivo state ( 120t0 <≤ days) and 1016 

set to zero for the simulation of the in vitro control condition ( 240t120 ≤≤ days). 1017 

  1018 
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 1019 

Figure 8: Time dependent variation in intact aggrecan and IL-1α concentration and the rates 1020 

of loss of aggrecan and collagen from cartilage explants subjected to in vitro IL-1α mediated 1021 

biochemical degradation. The concentration of IL-1α in the culture medium was maintained 1022 

at 1 ng/ml. Panel A and Panel B shows the predicted temporal variation in the spatial 1023 

average intact aggrecan and IL-1α concentration of the cartilage explant. Panel C and Panel 1024 

D shows the comparison between the predicted and reported [9] rates of losses of aggrecan 1025 

(intact and degraded) and collagen, respectively from the cartilage explant into the culture 1026 

medium. The basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by the chondrocytes (Pag) was set to 0 and 1027 

2.4×10-22 moles/cell/s for case 1 and 2, respectively. For case 3, the rate of aggrecan synthesis 1028 

was a function of the local IL-1α concentration as shown in equation (2). Case 4 and Case 5 1029 
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shows the process of refinement for the collagen degradation model. For Case 4, the Hill-1030 

function representing the aggrecan dependence on MMP activity only accounts for intact 1031 

aggrecan (Cag). For Case 5, the hill-function representing the aggrecan dependence on MMP 1032 

activity accounts for both intact and degraded aggrecan (Cag+Cagd). For both the cases (Case 4 1033 

and 5), the binding of MMP to degraded collagen is not taken into account. 1034 
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 1046 

 1047 

Figure 9: Spatial distribution of intact aggrecan concentration in young bovine cartilage 1048 

explants subjected to in vitro IL-1α mediated biochemical degradation as predicted by our 1049 

computational model. The concentration of IL-1α in the culture medium was maintained at 1 1050 

ng/ml. Panel A-D, Panel E-H and Panel I-L shows the spatial distribution of intact aggrecan 1051 

concentration across the cartilage explant at 0, 6, 9 and 18 days corresponding to cases 1, 2 1052 

and 3. The basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by the chondrocytes (Pag) was set to 0 and 2.4×10-1053 

22 moles/cell/s for case 1 and 2, respectively. For case 3, the rate of aggrecan synthesis was a 1054 

function of the local explant IL-1α concentration as shown in equation (2). 1055 
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 1065 

 1066 

Figure 10: Spatial distribution of IL-1α concentration in young bovine cartilage explants 1067 

subjected to in vitro IL-1α mediated biochemical degradation as predicted by our 1068 

computational model. The concentration of IL-1α in the culture medium was maintained at 1 1069 

ng/ml. Panel A-D, Panel E-H and Panel I-L shows the spatial distribution of IL-1α 1070 

concentration across the cartilage explant at 0, 6, 9 and 18 days corresponding to cases 1, 2 1071 

and 3. The basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by the chondrocytes (Pag) was set to 0 and 2.4×10-1072 

22 moles/cell/s for case 1 and 2, respectively. For case 3, the rate of aggrecan synthesis by was 1073 

a function of the local explant IL-1α concentration as shown in equation (2). 1074 
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 1085 

Figure 11: Spatial distribution of intact collagen concentration in young bovine cartilage 1086 

explants subjected to in vitro IL-1α mediated biochemical degradation as predicted by our 1087 

computational model. The concentration of IL-1α in the culture medium was maintained at 1 1088 

ng/ml. Panel A-D, Panel E-H and Panel I-L shows the spatial distribution of intact collagen 1089 

concentration across the cartilage explant at 0, 6, 9 and 18 days corresponding to cases 1, 2 1090 

and 3. The basal rate of aggrecan synthesis by the chondrocytes (Pag) was set to 0 and 2.4×10-1091 

22 moles/cell/s for case 1 and 2, respectively. For case 3, the rate of aggrecan synthesis was a 1092 

function of the local explant IL-1α concentration as shown in equation (2). 1093 
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 1116 

Figure 12: Effect of variation in synovial fluid (SF) IL-1α concentration on in vivo aggrecan 1117 

temporal concentration profiles and turnover rates in cartilage tissue. Panel A shows the 1118 

shows the temporal variation in the in vivo spatial average intact aggrecan concentration of 1119 

the cartilage tissue corresponding to synovial fluid IL-1α concentrations of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 1120 
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and 0.5 ng/ml, respectively. Panel B shows the variation in intact aggrecan turnover time 1121 

with respect to synovial fluid IL-1α concentration. The rate of aggrecan synthesis for these 1122 

simulations was set as a function of the local tissue IL-1α concentration as shown in equation 1123 

(2). 1124 

 1125 

 1126 
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	Initial and Boundary conditions: Table 2 shows the initial conditions assigned for variables in the computational models. The concentration of intact aggrecan (Cag,b), degraded aggrecan (Cagd,b) and MMP (Cmmp,b) are set to zero in the culture medium, ...
	Zero flux boundary conditions are applied at the curved (denoted surface 2) and top (denoted surface 3) surfaces of the explant for chondrocytes (cell) and intact collagen (col), respectively. This is based on intact collagen being fixed in space [44,...
	Modelling approach: To approximate the initial conditions for the explant accurately, we first model the in vivo steady state. To do this, we assumed the collagen network is formed and we calibrate the model by simulating the production and (transport...
	Model parameters: Table 4 lists model parameters, their values and where they were sourced in the literature. R1 (moles/cell/s) represents the amount of intact aggrecan formed by a single chondrocyte per unit time.  (m) represents the thickness of th...
	It has been reported that binding of IL-1α to IL-1 receptors (IL-1R) can result in up to a 60 fold increase in MMP expression and 300 fold increase in aggrecanase expression by chondrocytes [52]. Given that aggrecanase and MMP production are stimulate...
	While binding of IL-1 to IL-1R to form the IL-1-IL-1R complex (C*) is modelled as an equilibrium reaction [23], the time delays in the expression of aggrecanase and MMP following a stimulus are represented by stimulus response variables S1 and S2. The...
	The parameters k5 (s-1) represent the rate of MMP induced degradation of aggrecanase and and k7 (s-1) the rate of protease induced degradation of IL-1α. The activity of MMP degrading collagen is represented by both its catalytic rate constant, k8 (s-1...

